Meme coins are a type of cryptocurrency similar to Bitcoin
and Ethereum.
Meme coins, on the other hand, are usually
created as a tribute to a meme, which is an amusing
or hilarious notion recorded in an image, video, or other
kind of media. Meme coins, like the memes they're based
on, are intended to go viral and be shared.
For instance, Dogecoin, one of the most popular meme
coins, was founded as a mockery of Bitcoin and other
mainstream cryptocurrencies. Its creators didn't intend
for it to be useful in any way. That is true with
the majority of meme coins. Meme coins, unlike utility
tokens, aren't typically used for joining a DAO, staking,
or making purchases within a certain ecosystem.
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55 memcoins with combined market capitalization
about $36 billion
Dogecoin accounted for more than 87% of
capitalization memcoins ($31.6 billion), followed
by Shiba Inu ($4.3 billion) and MonaCoin ($113 million)
The cat memcoin market, despite their large
popularity is less than 1%
According to Q2 2021 CoinGecko report

Generally, the only real value Meme coins hold is their
ability to be traded by those who support the meme
or expect the price to grow: meme coins are vulnerable
to the highest volatility of the whole cryptocurrency
market. Thus, once the hype of one meme coin fades
away, there is little chance for it to survive.

The current mem coin and NFT market is plagued
by trolls, including celebrities and businessmen who use
their individual influence and mass media to boost the
demand for some particular coins in their own favour.
This is terribly unfortunate as it pretty much describes
something commonly close to just any Ponzi scheme,
as the meme coins representing no community and
no utility value will quickly depreciate, thus destroying
the backer’s trust in the whole story.

SpartaCats target to change the situation by improving
two basic flaws of the existing market: ﬁrst of all,
SpartaCats is not just another self-promoting coin that
only aims to boost its price in the short-term, on the
contrary, SpartaCats’ initial goal is to gather a vast
community of meme coin and NFT users under an
umbrella of one ecosystem. Secondly, the big upgrade
is going to be an introduction of various real utility
functions of PURR, the native SpartaCats token.

SpartaCats do not try to manipulate the crypto market into
yet another “a meme coin to grow”.
On the contrary, SpartaCats aim to bring the ﬁat and crypto
worlds closer together, so that users could receive the
beneﬁts of both ﬁnancial systems while simply enjoying
their hobbies. There are several groups of audiences and
potential users to expand to: SpartaCats support the real
cats. Cats that are the most popular pet in the world need
our protection, and this is where charity and shelter
support worldwide can beneﬁt from the blockchain
technology: various organisations will be able to collect
funds and redirect it, while the DAO ideology of SpartaCats
will allow for crowd management.

Creating clans and communities, taking part inchampionships
and competitions.
Meme coins are worth nothing without the communities
they are backed with. Therefore, in order to bring ﬁnancial
and economical hierarchy to the meme coin market.
Unite and create teams in order to defeat your rivals and
make your favourite meme coin recognized!

We believe in fair and open market cooperation: therefore
we are not seeking for a personal gain in the PURR token
distribution. SpartaCats have not come to bring PURR tokens
to themselves! No, instead, we believe the next age of
economy will appear to us the moment we invite more
and more to the ecosystem.

300 DAO NFTs will be sold to the public to ensure the
DAO management is virtually carried out. This way, with
the team only holding the ﬁrst 20 DAO NFTs that will help
SpartaCats guide the project development in its earliest
phase, but will never prevent the real community and the
300 control the PURR emission and decision making.
As a supportive mechanism of the SpartaCats economic
growth all the PURRs received from the DAO NFT auction
will be burnt, thus decreasing the PURR supply.
The 300 will have to run it all as a DAO, and they will have
to guide SpartaCats to the top of the meme coin world:
against market manipulation, against Twitter trolls, against
dogs. Especially against dogs, that have unfairly occupied
the major piece of the meme coin market, without having
obtained the real token holders support.
SpartaCats believe in fair dealing: out of the 300 hundred
DAO NFTs for public sale only 20 will be released to the
team, 10 will be given away to cat communities and funds,
while 270 will be distributed to anyone on a weekly basis.
Cross-chain bridges to unite meme coins as an ecosystem

Mini-games
to win tokens
Support to cat
shelters and cat related
communities

Gaming tournaments
and championships
to ﬁnd out which meme
coin is the best and
whose community
is the strognest

Sweepstakes and bets
to compete with others
Fair Token distribution

Landing page with a personal account
Issue of a token in two networks EVER
and BNB Chain
Placing a token in PancakeSwap and Flatqube
Adding a coin to Bridge EVER-BNB Chain
Sparta marketing campaign "Sending cats
to the stratosphere"
Adding the "Registration to clans"
functionality
Connecting blockchains Solana, Tron, Ethereum
Airdrop (snapshot for holders of meme coins
of all cats)
Billboard on the way to the Tesla factory

Bounty Campaign

Connecting blockchains Polkadot, WAX, Near
Adding the functionality "Launch duels"

Launch the game Play to earn
Holding the ﬁrst rating tournament

Listing on CEX

Release of the NFT Collection
Farming launch

Creation of a token on Etherium
Adding a token to Uniswap
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Total Supply: 1.000.000.000.000
Decentralized Foundation: 15%
(2% of which are locked and 13% will be unlocked
linearly over 270 weeks)
Dividend program: 5%
(0.0185% every week to all NFT holders)
Seed round: 10% to be vested linearly over 12 months
Launchpad: all the funds collected will be directed
to the liquidity pool
Liqudity Pool: 10%
(LP tokens will be sent to the genesis block (zero-address)
Airdrop: 10%
Farming BNB Chain: 20%
Farming EVER: 20%

The Foundation is managed by NFT holders
The total emission of Foundation NFTs is 300
The 270 freefloat Foundation NFTs will be sold
to the community on a weekly auction

Every Foundation NFT holder will receive dividends:
5% will be distributed over 270 weeks, thus 0.0185%
(925 mln PURR) to be distributed to NFT holders weekly.

A private round for investors with a 12 month vesting
period with 10% to be vested linearly.
All the funds collected are directed to SpartaCats
marketing and promotion.

The sale round open to the public
(Sold out, Hard Cap reached)

All the funds collected from the launchpad sale
will be sentto the liquidity pool on pancakeswap
and flatqube.

5% of tokens will be distributed to 20 cat-related crypto
(NFT and mem coins) projects.
The ﬁrst 9 of them will be chosen by the Core Team and
the remaining 11 will be selected via a community voting.
2% of tokens will be allocated for the Whitelist
of foundations selected by the Core Team and 2% more
to those selected by a Community voting.
1% of PURR is allocated for influencers and celebrities
who will support SpartaCats.

Farming in the Everscale network

Farming in the BNB Chain network

spartacats.com
discord.gg/2HWp2BNnCk
twitter.com/CatsSparta
t.me/spartacats

